COLORING AND ACTIVITY PAGES

Share your activities online!
Tag @halfpricebooks on social.
Connect the dots to see what BW has drawn!
COLOR KEY:
1 = red
2 = green
3 = yellow
4 = blue
5 = purple
6 = black
7 = brown
8 = orange

Follow the key to color in BW!
Complete the story by filling the blanks with the specified word types after the blanks.

This summer, I went on a trip to _____________ (place) with _______________ (person or people). The weather there was very _____________ (adjective)! We ran into BW the Bookworm while we were at _______________ (same place). He told us it is famous for _______________ (plural noun), and they make _______________ (adjective) _______________ (plural noun)! We really enjoyed _______________ (action verb) while we were there. A lot of people who visit _______________ (same place) enjoy eating _______________ (plural noun). BW the Bookworm thinks _______________ (same plural noun) are very _______________ (adjective). The people who live there like to _______________ (action verb) in the sun and swim in the _______________ (noun)! It was a really _______________ (adjective) trip! I hope we can visit BW again soon!
SOLVE THE MAZE

Help Counselor BW find his lost camper!
SUMMER CAMP SECRET CODE DECODER

Use the key below to reveal BW's special message!

A = 1  B = 2  C = 3  D = 4  E = 5
F = 6  G = 7  H = 8  I = 9  J = 10
K = 11  L = 12  M = 13  N = 14  O = 15
P = 16  Q = 17  R = 18  S = 19  T = 20
U = 21  V = 22  W = 23  X = 24  Y = 25
Z = 26

Can you create your own code using the key?
Tag @halfpricebooks to share your secret message!
PRINTABLE PUPPETS: BW THE BOOKWORM!

Set the stage! Print and color all six BWs. Attach them to popsicle sticks and put on a play!